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as to give the same rate of energy dissipation in all circuit sections.
As the result of this power transfer, the stored energy of the
system must be uniformly distributed throughout the entire
circuit, and if it is not so in the beginning of the transient, local
traveling waves redistribute the energy throughout the oscillat-
ing circuit, as stated before. Such local oscillations are usually
of very high frequency, but sometimes come within the range of
the oscillograph, as in Fig. 47,
During the oscillation of the complex circuit,  every circuit
clement d\ (in velocity measure), or every wa^fc length or
part of the wave length, therefore contains tlffe same amount
stored energy.   That is, if 60 = maximum voltage, in = maxim'
I
current, and xq = wave length, the average •
be constant throughout the entire circuit.  ;Since§J$|oweverjFii5
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velocity measure, xq is constant and equal to the
out all the sections of the circuit, the product of
and of maximum current, 6<jio, "thus must be
the entire circuit.	^
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The same applies to an ordinary traveling wave
Since it is the same energy which moves along the circuit1'
constant rate, the energy contents for equal sectio»$}f
must be the same except for the factor <r 2u*, by
decreases with the time, and thus with the
during this time.
Maximum voltage ^o and maximum current
related to each other by the condition
and as the relation of L0 and Co is different in the different
and that very much so, «o, and with it the ratio of maximum
voltage to maximum current, differ for the different sections of
the circuit.
If then 61 and i\ are maximum voltage and maximum current
respectively of one section, and .%\ = V 7^ is the "natural imped-
^i  _
ance " of this section, and e», i, and a* = y tt are the correspond-
~   v2
ing values for another section, it is
e& - e&i,	(4)

